• Computational models of the electrical activity of sinoatrial cells (SANCs) have been proposed to gain a deeper understanding of the cellular basis of cardiac pacemaking.
Introduction
The cellular basis of the pacemaker activity of the sinoatrial node (SAN), and specifically the degree of contribution of the different mechanisms involved, is still debated (Lakatta & DiFrancesco, 2009; DiFrancesco, 2010; Lakatta et al. 2010; Noble et al. 2010; Rosen et al. 2012; DiFrancesco & Noble, 2012; Maltsev & Lakatta, 2012) .
Reliable mathematical models of the SAN action potential (AP) may help gain a deeper understanding of the phenomenon. Indeed, many models of SAN AP have been developed (see Wilders (2007) for a review) since the first mathematical models reproducing pacemaker activity were created (McAllister et al. 1975; DiFrancesco & Noble, 1982; Noble & Noble, 1984; DiFrancesco & Noble, 1985) .
More recently, two novel SAN AP models incorporating detailed calcium-handling dynamics have been proposed. Himeno et al. (2008) updated the Sarai et al. (2003) model by incorporating the β 1 -adrenergic signalling cascade in a guinea pig SAN model (referred throughout the paper as the HSMN model) in order to investigate the ionic mechanisms underlying the positive chronotropy. Maltsev & Lakatta (2009) proposed a rabbit SAN model (referred to throughout the paper as the ML model), mainly based on the Kurata model (Kurata et al. 2002) (referred to throughout the paper as the KHIS model) more specifically addressing the interactions between intracellular calcium handling and membrane currents. The HSMN and ML models have been also recently compared (Himeno et al. 2011) in order to analyse the extent to which cytosolic Ca 2+ affects SAN pacemaker activity.
However, it is worth noting that despite the significant improvements introduced by such models in the description of SAN cell electrophysiology, neither the HSMN nor the ML model reproduces the experimental effects of 'funny' current (I f ) reduction. In fact, a large amount of data coming from different laboratories (Table 1) shows that the use of drugs at concentrations known to produce only partial block of I f leads to significant AP rate decrease. On the contrary, simulation of complete block of I f produces only minor rate reduction in the HSMN and ML models (about 1% and 5%, respectively) . This limitation of present models seems particularly important when considering that most of the debate about the genesis of pacemaking is focused on the role of I f current versus calcium oscillations (Lakatta & DiFrancesco, 2009 ) and significantly weakens the usefulness of numerical simulation in the investigation of the mechanisms of physiological and pharmacological pacemaking modulation.
Moreover, from simulation results an open question arises: is the lack of effects of I f block in the current models a direct consequence of the improved description of calcium handling? If this is the case, the role of I f would have been previously overestimated because of the lack of detailed knowledge on calcium handling. Or is the lack of sensitivity to I f block a consequence of an inaccurate description of the membrane currents? In the latter case an improvement of their mathematical formulation is needed in order to profitably use the computational approach to help understand the subtle mechanisms underlying pacemaking modulation.
Our main aim was to develop a SAN AP model rigorously based on available experimental data, and to compare the predictions of numerical analysis with the experimental rate modulation induced by autonomic stimulation, by I f blockers and by changes in the Ca (DiFrancesco et al. 1986 ) (Nikmaram et al. 1997 ) 30% (Denyer & Brown, 1990) 5.2 ± 0.3% (Vinogradova et al. 2002) 6 mM ∼69% at −50 mV 23.9% (DiFrancesco et al. 1986 ) (Choi et al. 1999) Ivabradine 3 μM 78% at −70 mV 16.2 ± 1.5% 66% at −100 mV (Bucchi et al. 2007 ) (Bucchi et al. 2002) 23.8 ± 3.9% 58% at −100 mV (Thollon et al. 1994 ) (Bois et al. 1996) 1 μM 42% at −100 mV 12.3 ± 5.2% (Bucchi et al. 2002) ( Thollon et al. 1994 ) 32% at −100 mV (Bois et al. 1996) AP rate reduction due to different levels of I f block measured experimentally.
quantitatively important role of I f in pacemaking and rate modulation is fully compatible with the recently proposed description of intracellular calcium handling. We selected the rabbit SAN as a basis for our model, and aimed at using species-specific data whenever possible for improved consistency. The model was constructed based on the mathematical formulation of rigorously selected ionic currents and pump/exchange mechanisms derived from relevant published experimental data, mostly obtained in voltage clamp experiments. The model was then validated by simulating the action of pharmacological and autonomic agents that modulate SAN rate and comparing numerical reconstructions with experimental results from the literature.
Methods

SAN AP model approach and development strategy
The specific aim of our study was to develop a new computational rabbit SAN AP model able to reproduce existing experimental data on pacemaker rate generation and modulation, with a specific focus on data concerning experimental effects of I f modulation. The framework of the model and the computational strategy were the same as in previously published work (e.g. DiFrancesco & Noble, 1985) .
The general approach was not to incorporate in the model new assumptions leading to modifications in the model structure, but rather to critically review the formulations of membrane currents, pumps and exchangers in light of experimental results requiring a more accurate description. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of our model. Since the major new feature of the ML model was a more advanced and tuned formulation of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) function, we kept all the intracellular Ca 2+ handling (cell structure/compartmentalization, SR Ca 2+ release and SR Ca 2+ pump) unchanged with respect to the ML formulation. However, we only retained the membrane mechanisms for which clear experimental evidence is available for a quantitative relevant contribution to rabbit SAN activity. Moreover, several membrane currents/pumps/exchangers were reformulated based on a critical review of published rabbit experiments. Only minor parameter tuning was performed, as indicated in the subsections below, in order to improve the overall features of the simulated action potential.
The model was implemented following the classical Hodgkin-Huxley formulation. Details for each current are described below. All model equations and parameter values are provided as Supplemental Material.
Identification of simulated currents
Funny current (I f ). I f is described as composed of two relatively independent Na + and K + components, I fNa and I fK , whose contributions to the total conductance at normal Na + and K + concentrations are similar, as J Physiol 590.18 according to the original description (DiFrancesco & Noble, 1982) , I f is also modulated by the extracellular potassium concentration K o . We assumed as in the DiFrancesco-Noble model (DiFrancesco & Noble, 1985) that this dependence is a first order binding process. At the concentration of 5.4 mM, the maximal conductances g f,Na and g f,K have the same value of about 3.2 nS. For the gating mechanism, we adopted Hodgkin-Huxley second order kinetics as in Noble et al. (1989) . More recent models also adopted a similar description (Wilders et al. (1991) ; KHIS; ML). Our formulation of the steady-state activation curve fits the experimental results of Altomare et al. (2003) and Barbuti et al. (2007) and describes an activation curve positioned around a half-activation potential of −64 mV; notice that the previous KHIS and ML SAN models, based on data from Van Ginneken & Giles (1991) , assumed a much more negative activation curve ( Fig. 2A) .
The time constant curve (τ f ) was formulated on the basis of data from Noble et al. (1989) (Fig. 2B ). Here too, our τ f curve is shifted to more depolarized voltages relative to that of other models. Fig. 3 . Their formulations were based on data from Fermini & Nathan (1991) .
L-type calcium current (I CaL
Previous models (Demir et al. (1994) ; KHIS; ML) quoted the same experimental data as the basis for their description of I Ca,L , though with additional adjustments, included to improve the fitting of action potential data, that make their activation curve formulation significantly different from experimental results (Fig. 3) .
Expression of the activation time constant d L was based, as already done for the above models, on the whole cell data of Nilius (1986) (guinea pig SAN myocytes at 25
• C), because specific data on rabbit SAN are not available. According to Demir et al. (1994) , a Q 10 factor of 2.3 was applied to scale these data up to a temperature of 37
• C. We formulated the inactivation time constant from the data of Nakayama et al. (1984) , Hagiwara et al. (1988) and Kawano & Hiraoka (1991) .
Formulas for the Ca 2+ -dependent inactivation f Ca were adopted from the KHIS model, as in the ML model. We adopted the constant-field formulation to describe the conductance property of I Ca,L , which is also known to have small but not negligible components carried by Na + and K + ions. The relative permeabilities of these components were set as in the model by Sarai et al. (2003) . The calcium permeability was set to 0.2 nA mM −1 to provide a I Ca,L density of 7 pA pF −1 , within the experimental range (7.7 ± 2.3 pA pF −1 ) reported by Honjo et al. (1996) in rabbit SAN cells.
T-type calcium current (I Ca,T ). As in the case with I Ca,L , the steady state activation and inactivation curves (Fig. 4A) , d t∞ and f t∞ respectively, are the Boltzmann curves fitting the data of Fermini & Nathan (1991) . The ML, KHIS and Demir et al. (1994) models also referred to data from Hagiwara et al. (1988) .
The expression for the time constant of inactivation was obtained by fitting data from the study of Hagiwara et al. (1988) , through a least square procedure. As done with I Ca,L , to describe the I Ca,T conductance we opted for the constant-field equation, setting the Ca 2+ permeability to 0.02 nA mM −1 , which allowed to maintain a stable total current during diastolic depolarization (DD). Altomare et al. (2003) and Barbuti et al. (2007) (filled and open circles, respectively) and the curve used in the ML model (thin line), based on data from van Ginneken & Giles (1991) (filled squares). Fitting is performed using the second power of the gating variable y, as formulated in the two models. B, I f time constant curve. Comparison between our curve (thick line) based on the square kinetics assumption of Noble et al.'s (1989) experimental data (open circles) and the ML model curve (thin line) based on van Ginneken & Giles (1991) data (filled circles).
Rapid and slow delayed rectifier K
+ currents (I Kr , I Ks ).
Extensive studies have shown that the total delayed rectifier potassium current can be separated into a rapidly activating I Kr and a slowly activating I Ks component (Sanguinetti & Jurkiewicz, 1990) . The expression of these components in SAN cells are species dependent; in rabbit SAN, both currents are present, but I Kr is the predominant component. Although the contribution of I Ks to beating rate is small under control conditions, it becomes significant during β-adrenergic stimulation (Lei et al. 2002) .
To describe the gating mechanism of I Kr , previous models (such as Demir et al. (1994) and Dokos et al. (1996) ) used equations provided by Shibasaki (1987) for rabbit node cells. Later models such as ML and its parent model KHIS based the formulation of the kinetics of I Kr on the work of Ono & Ito (1995) on rabbit SAN cells at ∼33
• C, reporting a complete set of quantitative data on current activation. According to their study, activation and deactivation of I Kr are well modelled by two activation variables: a fast activation variable (p af ) and a slow one (p as ). The general activation variable (p a ) is a convex linear combination of p af and p as .
We based the mathematical description of the activation and inactivation kinetics of I Kr mainly on that of Ono & Ito Nakayama et al. (1984) (open squares), Hagiwara et al. 1988 (open circles) and Kawano & Hiraoka (1991) 
(filled triangles).
J Physiol 590.18 (1995) . In order to improve the overall AP morphology, the time constant of fast activation τ af was slightly modified, while the steady state activation variable (p a∞ ) was based on data by Lei & Brown (1996) , from rabbit SAN cells at 37
• C. Activation and inactivation curves and activation time constant curves are shown in Fig. 5 . Since no detailed experimental data were reported by Ono & Ito (1995) on the voltage dependence of the time constant of inactivation, for this variable we used the expression provided by Shibasaki (1987) , as in the ML model.
We described the slow activation of I Ks (gate n) according to the formulation of Zhang et al. (2000) , previously adopted also by the KHIS and ML models, in which current kinetics are modelled using second order Hodgkin-Huxley equations. The expression of the steady-state variable was from data in Lei & Brown (1996) .
There are limited experimental data for the voltage dependence of the I Ks time constant, τ n , in rabbit SAN cells. The Zhang et al. (2000) model used a formulation from Heath & Terrar (1996) , based on their data from guinea-pig ventricular cells. We modified the formulation of the time constant curve (Fig. S1A Supplemental Material) and set the conductance g Ks to 1.7 nS in order to reproduce the AP-clamp results from rabbit SAN cells of Lei et al. (2002) (Fig. S1B and C, Supplemental Material). Sodium-potassium pump (I NaK ). I NaK was described as according to the original description in KHIS, based on experimental data of Sakai et al. (1996) from rabbit SAN cells at 37
• C. In models preceding the KHIS model, the expression of I NaK was not based on data from SAN cells (KHIS). The voltage-dependent factor in the equation controlling the pump activity at diastolic voltages was steeper in our formulation than in the ML formulation (Fig. S2 , Supplemental Material); we verified that this voltage dependence is associated with a range of calculated MDP values closer to values experimentally measured ( Table 2) .
Transient outward (I to ) K + current. We adopted the same set of equations as in the ML model, as modified from KHIS.
Acetylcholine-dependent (I K,ACh ) K + current. The starting formulation for the I K,ACh current was provided by the HSMN model, in turn derived from the Sarai et al. (2003) model, where the gating variables of I K,ACh (α a and β a ) both depend upon membrane potential and ACh concentration.
The work by DiFrancesco et al. (1989) in rabbit SAN cells at 35-36
• C includes measurement of I K,ACh at the Simulation data from different models compared with experimental AP characteristics from 12 studies at physiological temperatures ( Table 1 in Kurata et al. (2002) ). CL, cycle length; MDP, maximum diastolic potential; APA, action potential amplitude; POP, peak overshoot potential; APD 50 , AP duration at its half-amplitude; dV/dt max , maximum rate of rise of membrane potential during AP upstroke.
holding potential of −40 mV in the presence of different ACh concentrations. By fitting these experimental data we obtained an updated formulation for the ACh-dependence of the gating variable.
Sodium current (I Na ). In SAN cells, I Na is a very small current. For its formulation we used the equations from Noble et al. (1989) .
Sodium-calcium exchanger (I NaCa ) and sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) currents. We used the same set of equations as in the ML and KHIS models.
Ion concentrations. The mass balance equations were used to describe the Ca 2+ dynamics in the intracellular compartments. Even though the internal Na + compartmentation is still incompletely understood, we also included the temporal variations in intracellular Na + concentration.
Cell capacitance and dimensions. We used the same parameters as in the ML model.
Hardware and software
For simulations we used Cellular Open Resource (COR) (Garny et al. 2009 ) on a Windows 7 PC with an Intel Core 2 Quad processor. Integration was performed by CVODE algorithm, using Backward Differentiation Formula (BDF) together with a Newton iteration. All simulations were run until steady state (assessed by observation of intracellular sodium concentration) unless otherwise noted.
Model code can be requested from the authors and will be published in the CellML repository.
Identification of individual model components (i.e. steady state curves, time constants, etc.) was performed by custom code written in Matlab 2009a (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA), with a least squares approach, or through manual parameter estimation, where minimization was by simple guess and check.
Results
Features of simulated rabbit san cell action potential
AP waveforms generated by the model (Fig. 6A ) mimic closely those recorded in rabbit SAN cells in normal Tyrode solution at a temperature of 34-37
• C. The main AP parameters measured in the standard model configuration are reported in Table 2 . All values fall within published experimental ranges and are similar to those of previous SAN AP models (see for example the KHIS and ML models in Table 2 ).
In order to quantitatively describe the specific properties of DD, we tested the model with the method proposed and applied by Bogdanov et al. (2006) to characterize the different DD components in rabbit SAN AP. The DD is divided in two phases: the linear DD component (LDCC) and the non-linear one (NDDC). As reported in Table 3 , our model correctly reproduces the subdivision of DD in the two phases, with a LDDC duration (NDCC delay in Table 3 , according to Bogdanov et al. (2006) ) lasting 78% of the total DD duration. However, a steeper mean slope of the linear component (MDD slope) was measured in the simulated APs. Notably Bucchi et al. (2007) found a basal value for MDD slope (called EDD in their paper) of 101 mV ms −1 at 2.9 Hz, which is very similar to the values of our model (101 mV ms −1 at 2.8 Hz). The validity of the model was further assessed by reconstructing a classical voltage clamp experiment by which activation of I f is elicited on hyperpolarization and both I K and I CaL are activated upon depolarization. As shown in Fig. S4 , model voltage clamp results agree with typical experimental results.
In Fig. 6B-F and H-I the time course of ionic currents and intracellular ion concentrations under AP (Fig. 6A) J Physiol 590.18 are plotted. Inward components during DD are also plotted together in Fig. 6G to highlight their relative contributions. It can be seen that I f slowly increases during DD, reaching its maximum in the second half of DD, whereas I NaCa has a biphasic time course, decreasing in the first half of DD and then increasing (thus contributing to depolarization) in the second half. The contribution of I Ca,T is minor, whereas I Ca,L increases rapidly at the end of DD thus promoting the AP upstroke.
Effects of I f blockade
The action of ivabradine was simulated by a partial block of funny channels (66% reduction of I f conductance, as reported with a 3 μM concentration by Bucchi et al. (2002) , Table 1 ). The assumption of a constant block during pacemaking activity was considered to be a good approximation because of the extremely slow block kinetics of ivabradine (Bucchi et al. 2002) . During an activation/deactivation protocol (or during action potentials), ivabradine block develops very slowly, and attains eventually a steady-state level that can be assumed to remain constant during the protocol itself (or during activity), essentially independently of the kinetics of channel opening/closing. The model predicts a reduction of spontaneous rate (Fig. 7B ) of 22% in agreement with experimental findings (Table 1) . The model also predicts a reduction of the LDDC slope from 101 to 72 mV s −1 (−29%) in accordance with the reported experimental value of −31.9 ± 4.5% (Bucchi et al. 2007) . At the same time, neither the TOP (−42 vs. −41 mV) nor the MDP (−59 vs. −58 mV) is altered by the drug, as also verified experimentally (Bucchi et al. 2007) . The overall time course of AP after ivabradine application is very similar to the experimental one (e.g. compare Fig. 7B and D) . On the other hand, simulation of ivabradine effects, with the same percentage of I f block, in the ML model leads to negligible effects (Fig. 7E) .
The action of caesium was simulated by the voltage-dependent partial block of funny channels (Fig. 7C) , as reported from experimental analysis with a 5 mM concentration (DiFrancesco et al. 1986) .
The model predicts a reduction of spontaneous rate (Fig. 7A ) of 20%, which agrees well with experimental findings with 2-6 mM of caesium (Table 1) . The model also predicts a reduction of the LDDC slope from 101 to 68 mV s −1 (−33%) in agreement with the reported experimental value of −26% (Nikmaram et al. 1997) . Also in this case, the TOP (−44 vs. −41 mV) and the MDP (−59 vs. −58 mV) are not significantly affected.
Since a concurrent modulation of K + channels by 5 mM Cs + cannot be excluded, the implementation of the voltage-dependent block of K + currents, as reported in Quayle et al. (1988) , was also tested. The reduction in K + currents led to a slight depolarization of the MDP but did not affect the overall rate reduction obtained by acting on I f only (data not shown). For simplicity we decided not to include the action of Cs + on K + currents in our model.
Autonomic modulation of rate
Acetylcholine (ACh)-and isoprenaline (Iso)-induced variations in beating rate were reproduced by the model in a way that is quantitatively consistent with experimental data. The action of ACh (Fig. S3 ) was simulated by block of the I Ca,L current and SR Ca 2+ uptake as in , by shifting the I f activation curve with the relation used by Zaza et al. (1996) and based on the fitting of several sets of experimental data (DiFrancesco & Tromba, 1988; Dokos et al. 1996; Renaudon et al. 1997) , and by activating I K,Ach according to data from DiFrancesco et al. (1989) (see also Supplemental Material).
The model predicts a reduction of spontaneous rate (Fig. 8A ) of 19.6%, for 10 nM ACh, similar to the reported experimental value of 20.8 ± 3.2% (Bucchi et al. 2007) . The model also predicts a reduction of the LDDC slope from 101 to 76 mV s −1 (−25%) to be compared with the reported experimental value of −29.3 ± 4.4% (Bucchi et al. 2007) . At the same time, neither the TOP (−40 vs. −41 mV) nor the MDP (−59 vs. −58 mV) is altered by the drug, as verified experimentally (Bucchi et al. 2007) .
In order to gain additional mechanistic insight, we determined the contribution of individual ion currents to the ACh-dependent rate decrease (i.e. by specifically applying the phenomenological ACh effect on each current individually). The results show that changes in I f are dominant. Indeed I f modification alone leads to a 13% rate decrease whereas a minor effect is obtained when simulating exposure of only J up to ACh concentration (1.1% rate decrease); further modulation of I Ca,L and I K,Ach does not affect at all the pacemaking rate. Similar results were obtained by simulating ACh effects on all targets but one: when I f was the only unchanged current, the rate reduction was only 1.4%, suggesting that I f alone contributes more than 18%. In the same way, the residual contributions of I K,Ach and J up were calculated as 5.2% and 2.8%, respectively. No contribution of I Ca,L to rate reduction was seen.
Isoprenaline-induced rate acceleration, especially at low-to-moderate doses, is attributable mostly to the shortening of DD associated with a faster slope of DD, while action potential duration and shape vary minimally (Bucchi et al. 2007; DiFrancesco, 2010) . The positive chronotropic effects of Iso 1 μM (Fig. 8C) were simulated by shifting the I f activation gating variables by 7.5 mV to more positive voltages (Zaza et al. 1996) and by modulating I Ca,L , I Ks , I NaK and the Ca 2+ release uptake rate J Physiol 590.18 P up . Specifically, 1 μM Iso increases the amplitude of I Ca,L by 75% (Vinogradova et al. 2002) ; this enhancement was reconstructed by shifting the activation curves (Nagykaldi et al. 1999; Ke et al. 2007 ) to more negative values (−8 mV), by decreasing the inverse of slope factor of the activation variable d L∞ (−31%) (Antoons et al. 2007) , and by increasing the maximal conductance (+23%). Similarly, I Ks maximal conductance was increased by 20% and its activation curves were shifted by 14 mV to more negative potentials in order to increase the current amplitude (Severi et al. 2009; Wilders et al. 2010) . A 20% increase of the maximal conductance of I NaK was also introduced, according to Zeng & Rudy (1995) . Finally, since the presence of a β-adrenergic agonist affects the SR Ca 2+ pump , but no quantitative data are available, following the same approach as in , we estimated an increase of P up of 25% of its control value.
The overall simulated effect of 1 μM Iso was a 28.2% rate increase, in good agreement with the reported experimental value of 26.3 ± 5.4% for the same Iso concentration (Bucchi et al. 2007 ). The rate increase was entirely due to increase in the DD slope, with only minor changes in MDP and TOP (Fig. 8C) .
The assessement of the contribution of each individual ion current to the Iso-dependent rate increase showed that changes in I f are dominant, but the other contributions are not negligible. Indeed, when simulating exposure of only one of the Iso targets, the following rate changes were obtained: I f +26.7%, I Ks +3.8%, J up +4.5%, I NaK −2.9%, I Ca,L +0.1%. Based on the simulation of Iso affecting all the targets but one the following residual contribution were obtained: I f +17.2%, I Ks +11.8%, J up +1.1%, I NaK −2.7%, I Ca,L +1.2%.
Simulation of rapid cytosolic and sub-sarcolemmal Ca
2+ chelation by acute BAPTA application Ca 2+ buffering by BAPTA was simulated according to the KHIS model in both the cytoplasm and subsarcolemmal space (see Supplemental Material), in an attempt to reproduce Himeno et al.'s (2011) experiments. Model testing of BAPTA effects showed slowing of rate without cessation of beating (Fig. 9A) as reported by Himeno et al. (2011) in guinea pig SAN cells (Fig. 9B) ; this result could not be reproduced by the ML model (Fig. 9C ). In our Figure 7 . Effects of ivabradine and caesium on pacing A and B, simulation of the action of 5 mM caesium and 3 μM ivabradine according to our SAN cell model. C, voltage dependence of I f block by 5 mM Cs + used in our model to simulate the action of Cs + , as based on DiFrancesco et al.'s (1986) data (open circles). D, experimental result with 1 μM ivabradine from DiFrancesco (2010). E, simulated effect of 66% block of I f current in the ML model. simulation the spontaneous CL was increased up to 443 ms (−26% rate) and the AP amplitude was also significantly decreased.
Model-based analysis of the effects on AP of I f and Ca 2+ handling modulation
The effects of I f block is shown in Fig. 10A . Increasing levels of current block lead to progressive prolongation of the CL, up to complete cessation of pacemaking only when I f is fully blocked. Full removal of I NaCa also leads to cessation of pacemaking (Fig. 10C, upper panel) but the effect of partial current block is completely different from that due to I f blockade. In this case almost no modulation of the CL occurs upon block of up to 75% of the maximal I NaCa current. The lack of effects on CL is due to a physiological compensatory effect: the decrease of I NaCa tends to cause Ca 2+ accumulation in the subsarcolemmal space, which in turn increases the outward I NaCa current. As a result, even in the presence of a massive reduction of the maximal I NaCa current, the size of the actual I NaCa current flowing during DD remains almost constant (Fig. 10C , lower panel). Partial I NaCa block also leads to only minor alterations in intracellular Na + : from 7.5 to 7.35 mM and to 6.9 mM with a 75% and 90% blockade, respectively.
Modulation of Ca 2+ handling processes through modification of the maximal SERCA pump current can also modulate pacemaking rate (Fig. 10B) . Grading P up from 1 to 40 mM s −1 increases the AP firing rate from 2.7 to 3.9 Hz. Notably, changes in CL are accompanied by changes in the morphology of DD, which becomes less linear (see Fig. 10B ).
The presence in the model of the 'isolated Ca 2+ oscillator' was tested by reproducing the simulations in which all membrane currents are set to 0 (see Fig.  S5 ). As expected, the results are similar to those of Fig. 5C of Maltsev & Lakatta (2009) . Moreover, we investigated the capability of the model to generate damped Ca 2+ oscillations within the cell when the membrane potential is clamped at its maximum diastolic value (Fig. 11) . Whereas an almost negligible oscillation in Ca 2+ concentration is present in control conditions (P up = 12 mM s −1 ), oscillations are clearly seen when P up is increased up to 40 mM s −1 (Fig. 11B) . Notably, at this high value of the SERCA pump activity, the morphology of membrane potential is altered and there is no linear phase of DD (Fig. 11A) .
The contribution of the different pathways to pacemaking was further investigated by performing a (Fig. 12) . I f block leads to stop of pacemaking if performed at either the time of MDP or at the beginning of the non-linear phase of DD. Clamping the Ca 2+ concentration at the MDP value does not affect the early diastole but prolongs the late phase, without stopping pacemaking. When only the Ca 2+ concentration 'sensed' by I NaCa is clamped, such effects are enhanced, which is due to a lack of compensatory increase in I CaL driving force when Ca 2+ concentration is low. To test if the contribution of I f to pacemaking results directly from the specific choice of I f formulation (see Fig. 1 ), we performed additional simulations. When the present model was run with a formulation of I f kinetics based on van Ginneken & Giles's (1991) data, in basal conditions the CL was 386 ms (vs. 352 ms of the present model); thus, the decrease in I f , as expected, leads to slowing of rate. When the action of 3 μM ivabradine was simulated we obtained a CL of 532 ms, that is rate was decreased by −27% (−22% in the present model).
When the present model was run with a formulation of I f kinetics based on van Ginneken & Giles (1991) and the maximal conductance used in the ML model (that is, with the maximal conductance reduced by a factor of 2.375 with respect to van Ginneken & Giles's (1991) data), in basal conditions the CL was 505 ms. Simulation of the action of ivabradine led to 762 ms CL. Therefore, a strong sensitivity to I f block was indicated by our model also when incorporating the I f formulation used in previous models in which such sensitivity was not reproduced.
Discussion
We developed a novel computational model of physiological cardiac cell pacemaker function with the aim of reproducing a set of recent and less recent experimental data relevant to generation and control of pacemaker activity, and more specifically the changes of pacemaking function associated with changes in I f current and Ca 2+ handling as experimentally observed.
Our model describes satisfactorily the electrical activity of rabbit SAN cells and reproduces quantitatively experimental data on the action of autonomic rate modulation, f-channel blockade and inhibition of the Ca 2+ transients by BAPTA, and can thus provide a basis for a more extended investigation.
A main assumption of this model, based on a wealth of experimental data (DiFrancesco, 2010) , is that I f is the major inward ionic current until late DD. This assumption differs substantially from those of previous recent SAN models such as the HSMN and ML models. Simulation results indicate that the above assumption of I f being the major inward diastolic ionic current can be successfully integrated with a detailed description of the intracellular Ca 2+ fluxes such as the one treated in the ML model, and is at the same time able to reproduce previously unexplained experimental results involving the modulation of both I f and Ca 2+ cycling. A correct evaluation of the I f activation curve is crucial to define the extent of the I f contribution to pacemaking depolarization. Some discrepancies between different experimental data have long been reported and discussed (see e.g. DiFrancesco 1993). Current run-down, incomplete series resistance compensation, incomplete current activation at depolarized voltages, together with natural cell heterogeneity may have contributed to the underestimation of the size of I f in previous reports. In building our model we decided to base the I f formulation on data from rabbit SAN cells obtained in our laboratory, from experiments in which we were confident that all the possible confounding/altering factors had been carefully controlled.
Before validating our model against specific rate modulating agents, we assessed the basic AP characteristics. We compared the simulated AP features with the same set of experimental data used for validation of the KHIS and ML rabbit SAN models. As shown in Table 2 , each of the basic characteristics of our model is within the range of experimental measurements.
One aspect of membrane potential morphology that is particularly relevant for SAN function is the profile of the slow diastolic depolarization (DD). It is well known that a distinctive feature of rabbit SAN AP is the linear increase of membrane potential during the early DD phase, followed by an exponential-like increase in the late DD phase. The latter is mainly driven by Ca 2+ fluxes due to I Ca,L early activation and to Ca 2+ extrusion from the cell by I NaCa . As apparent in Table 3 the duration of the linear early DD phase is shorter in the KHIS model than in real SAN cells. The recent inclusion in the ML SAN AP model of the phenomenon of spontaneous diastolic local Ca 2+ release (LCR) has further exhacerbated this aspect, leading to an unbalanced description of DD, with a non-physiological predominance of the non-linear late phase. In our formulation a more realistic balance was achieved in which a linear early DD phase is clearly evident and lasts about 78% of total DD duration as also reported in experiments (Bogdanov et al. 2006) . It is worth noting that this is fully compatible with the presence of a Ca 2+ -driven non-linear late DD phase and with the LCR phenomenon, as shown by the presence of a diastolic Ca 2+ release whose amplitude is modulated by the SERCA pump activity. Our model confirms the ML model prediction that the SERCA pump can modulate pacemaking rate, but within a narrower range than that from their results: grading P up from 1 to 40 mM s −1 increased the AP firing rate of our model from 2.7 to 3.9 Hz (Fig. 10B) , compared to 1.8-4.2 Hz in the ML model. The relevance of I NaCa to late DD and AP upstroke is also confirmed by the stop of pacemaker activity when a substantial I NaCa block was simulated. This result is in line with experiments showing an inhibitory effect of Na + replacement by Li + on spontaneous beating in SAN cells (Bogdanov et al. 2001) .
A novel feature of the proposed model is its capability to accurately reproduce the effects of I f blockade. The most recent SAN models (HSMN and ML) show almost negligible effects of I f block, although in previous models the increase in cycle length upon block of I f ranges from 0.9% (Sarai et al. (2003) ) to 30% (Zhang et al. (2000) , peripheral cell). Nevertheless all such models, even if useful for theoretical analysis, are now outdated because of lack of species specificity or of detailed description of Ca 2+ handling, or because they do not take into account more recent experimental data on membrane currents and other mechanisms. Even more importantly, simulations of the effects of I f block have been often performed in these models by complete abolishment of Figure 10 . Effects of I f and I NaCa blockade and Ca 2+ handling modulation A, simulation of the effects of increasing level of I f blockade (0, 30, 70, 90% and 100% conductance reduction) on spontaneous activity. Note that cessation of pacemaking occurs with full I f block. B, effects of changes in Ca 2+ uptake by SR J up (P up = 1, 12, 24, 40 mM s −1 ) on simulated activity. C, effects of gradual inhibition of Na + /Ca 2+ exchange current (100, 50, 25, 10% and 0% residual current) on simulated activity (top); corresponding I NaCa plotted in the bottom panel.
J Physiol 590.18 the current. Again, this can be interesting for theoretical analysis, but it turns out not to be correct for validation purposes. In order to validate the computational model, a stringent comparison needs to be made with experimental conditions that have to be reproduced. In particular the specific pharmacological agent used in experiments and its dose-response characteristic has to be considered. This observation, which is obviously valid for any current or mechanism under study, indicates that the weight of I f has been significantly underestimated in previous models, since the expected amount of I f block from available experimental data is only partial (see Table 1 ). Our results demonstrate that it is possible to reproduce realistic I f rate modulation properties without dramatically change other model components, in particular without modifying the Ca 2+ handling description. The lack of sensitivity to I f block in previous models can therefore be a consequence of incorrect estimation of membrane currents during diastolic depolarization, but not only of the I f current (see results with the Van Ginneken & Giles (1991) kinetics). For example, the sensitivity to I f block may be 'masked' in previous models by the overestimation of other inward currents such as the sodium background current or the sustained sodium current. Block of Ca 2+ transients (in both the cytosol and subsarcolemmal region) in our model reproduces the experimental finding by Himeno et al. (2011) that internal BAPTA perfusion, while completely abolishing contractions, maintains rhythmic electrical activity. In our computations the cycle is prolonged during block of Ca 2+ transients, a result apparent in experimental prolonged perfusion with BAPTA (Himeno et al. 2011 ).
The present model is based on the assumption that the process underlying generation of the early fraction of the DD depends crucially on activation of I f . The model reproduces the fact that the I f -dependent early fraction of DD is linear and covers some three-quarters of the entire DD duration (Table 3 ). The way I f contributes to determination of pacemaker rate is thus by controlling the slope of early DD. This process is economical, since during early DD the total membrane current is small and a little change in current can alter the steepness substantially, and is efficient, since a small change in steepness results in a substantial alteration of AP rate, obviously under condition of a constant AP threshold.
Contrary to previous SAN models, ours indicates that abolishment of I f is associated with block of pacemaker activity and stabilization of the membrane potential to a resting level of about −50 mV (Fig. 10A) . To compare this result with in vitro data one would need a fully specific f-channel blocker able to block 100% of the current, a condition which, as discussed above, cannot be achieved at present. A better solution to obtain full I f block is the use of an animal model where conditional, cardiac-specific knockout of HCN4 is performed (Baruscotti et al. 2011) . Even in this case, the condition of full I f block is not attained because KO animals die before this occurs; however, the evidence that telemetric in vivo rate, spontaneous rate of isolated SAN cells, and I f conductance decrease in parallel during the KO process (Figs 4 and 5 ; Baruscotti et al. 2011) rules in favour of a strict correlation between the simultaneous presence of I f and spontaneous activity.
Our computational results do not in any way exclude, and actually support, the idea that changes in the Ca 2+ transients affect rate. In the late part of DD, a chain of processes takes place which, as in a sort of 'domino effect' , makes subsarcolemmal Ca 2+ elevation activate I NaCa and accelerate depolarization, which effectively 'boosts' the mechanism of I Ca,L -triggered AP ignition. This chain of events contributes to determine the total duration of DD, and provides one of the mechanisms participating in the positive chronotropic response to sympathetic stimulation.
The model reproduces the effects of ACh and Iso on rate (Fig. 8) . The Iso effect was obtained by shifting the I f activation curve and modifying other components (I Ca,L , I Ks and Na + /K + pump) in accordance with available experimental data; in addition, to mimic sympathetic stimulation the SERCA pump activity was augmented by 25%. This increase is much more modest than that assumed for example in the ML model (100%) based on a parametric analysis aimed to reproduce isoprenaline-induced rate changes, which could not be modified substantially by changes of membrane processes only . Computational separation of the effects allowed to point out that I f is the dominant mechanism for Iso induced rate increase in the range up to 30%. It is also worth noting that an Iso-induced increase of the SERCA pump activity larger than that assumed in our simulation can be considered as a functional reserve, still available to reach greater rate increases.
The ACh-induced slowing was obtained by introducing a negative shift of the I f activation curve and by applying expected changes in I Ca,L , I K,ACh and the SERCA pump activity. All the latter changes affected only slightly the rate that was decreased almost entirely because of I f reduction. As well as reproducing the expected rate changes, our computations show that neither Iso nor ACh modify substantially the TOP, in accordance with experimental data (Bucchi et al. 2007) .
Limitations
Each numerical model is an imperfect representation of reality, and its limited function is that of verifying the consistency among input data, theoretical assumptions and experimental findings. As with any other model, ours has limitations which restrict its applicability. For example, the Ca 2+ handling system is likely to be more complex than in our model. We did not include changes due specifically to the activity of the calmodulin kinase II and its dependence upon sympathetic stimulation. However, we used a phenomenological approach and included all Iso-induced changes of elements affecting membrane voltage, thus indirectly integrating also CaMKII-dependent processes.
Clearly, application of this model to a more complete set of experimental conditions will require deeper knowledge and more detailed formulation of these and other mechanisms. Moreover, although the validation using a consistent rabbit SAN-specific data-set strengthens the confidence in the model, it may limit its application in the study of human pathologies.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we developed a novel computational model of physiological cardiac cell pacemaker function able to reproduce a set of recent and less recent experimental data relevant to generation and control of pacemaker activity, and more specifically the changes of pacemaking function associated with changes in I f current and Ca 2+ handling as experimentally observed.
